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Abstract

The coalition formation problem has received a consid-
erable amount of attention in recent years. In this work we
present a novel distributed algorithm that returns a solution
in polynomial time and the quality of the returned solution
increases as agents gain more experience. Our solution uti-
lizes an underlying organization to guide the coalition for-
mation process. We use reinforcement learning techniques
to optimize decisions made locally by agents in the organi-
zation. Experimental results are presented, showing the po-
tential of our approach.

1. Introduction

The coalition formation problem has received consider-
able attention in multiagent systems community [3, 2]. The
input to the coalition formation problem is a set of agents,
each controlling some amount of resources, and a set of
tasks, each requiring some amount of resources and each
worth some utility. The solution assigns subsets of agents to
a subset of tasks, such that each task’s requirements are sat-
isfied and total utility is maximized.

This situation is common in domains where a task re-
quires more than one agent and there are more than one
task competing for resources. Computational grids and dis-
tributed sensor networks are examples of such domains. In
computational grids a large number of computing systems
are connected via a high-speed network. The goal of the
grid is to meet the demands of new applications (tasks) that
require large amounts of resources and reasonable respon-
siveness. Such requirements cannot be met by an individual
computing system. Only subset of the available computing
systems (aka a coalition) has enough resources to accom-
plish an incoming task. This paper proposes a scalable, dis-
tributed solution to the coalition formation problem.

2. Proposed Solution

We organize agents into a hierarchy (Figure 1), which is
both distributed and scalable. This organization is then used
to guide the coalition formation process more efficiently as
we describe later.

Figure 1. An Organization Hierarchy

The algorithm for local decision works as follows. M
evaluates its current state s. M then selects an action a
based on its policy. Each action corresponds to a child
Mi ∈ children(M). Once a child is selected, a subtask
Ti of T is dynamically created based on Mi’s state. M then
asks Mi to form a subcoalition capable of accomplishing Ti.
Mi forms a subcoalition CTi and sends a commitment back
to M . M updates the overall coalition CT and learns about
this action. M updates its state, including the amount of re-
sources to be allocated (UR) and the corresponding utility
to be gained (uu).

M selects the next best action and the process contin-
ues as long as the following conditions hold: T requires
more resources than currently allocated AND M still con-
trols some unallocated resources that are required by T . At
the end if enough resources are allocated to T , M adds the
formed coalition CT to its list of commitments LOC and
returns CT . Otherwise T is passed up the hierarchy.

Since managers control exponentially more individuals
as we ascend in the organization, abstraction of state in-
formation is necessary to achieve scalability (otherwise we
are effectively centralizing the problem). In our solution,
each manager M abstracts the state of its organization,
organization(M) (the subtree beneath M ). The price of
this abstraction is loss of information (a manager higher in
the hierarchy “sees” fewer details about its organization).
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When a manager M selects a child Mi to ask for contri-
bution regarding task T , M decomposes T heuristically to
Ti. A manager M only sees the abstract state of its child Mi.
Using this information, M needs to find Ti that is more suit-
able to Organization(Mi). We use a heuristic-based algo-
rithm for this.

A key factor in the performance of our system is how
a manager selects its actions. In particular, in what order
should a manager ask each child for its contribution? We
used the Q-learning algorithm [4] with neural nets to ap-
proximate action values. We used a separate neural net for
each action. This uses more memory space, but provides
better approximation. Intermediate rewards are small nega-
tive rewards to reflect the communication and the process-
ing costs of each additional step spent forming the coali-
tion. Once a manager M successfully allocates a coalition
to task T , it gains a reward equal to T ’s utility.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Setup

We compared our approach to centralized (a single man-
ager controlling all individuals) random (CRP ) and greedy
(CGP ) policies. We also investigated the effect of learn-
ing in an organization by comparing three distributed poli-
cies: distributed learned policy (DLP ), distributed random
policy (DRP ), and distributed greedy policy (DGP ). Fi-
nally to measure the effect of the organization structure on
system performance, we collected results using different or-
ganizations, all constructed from the same population of in-
dividual agents as shown in figure below. More details can
be found in [1].

Figure 2. Different Organizations.

3.2. Results

Figure 3 illustrates how the performance of our system,
DLP , improves as agents gain more experience, using dif-
ferent underlying organizations.
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Figure 3. Learning curve.

We measured average utility for all policies. CRP
achieved least average utility. DRP performed bet-
ter than CRP . CGP is better than both. Our approach,
DLP , outperformed all other policies for all organization
structures, except when using a random organization struc-
ture. More importantly, DLP is more stable than other
approaches. The standard deviation (of achieved utility) us-
ing CGP was 70% worse than DLP with SE organization.
CRP was 30% worse than DLP . We had similar re-
sults with the larger agent population. DLP had the least
standard deviation, which was around one third that of
DGP .

4. Conclusions and Future work

Our initial results show that our approach outperformed
both random and greedy policies for most of the organiza-
tions we studied. It achieved higher utility and more stabil-
ity with a smaller percentage of wasted resources and fewer
exchanged messages. The results also verify the scalability
of our approach as it still outperforms the other approaches
we studied for larger systems.

In future, we aim to study a wider variety of organiza-
tions for different types of environments. We will also inves-
tigate further our abstraction and decomposition schemes,
as we believe better schemes can considerably improve the
learned policy performance. We also plan to study the opti-
mization of the underlying organization and how this inter-
acts with optimizing the hierarchical policy.
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